BESPOKE ENERGY SOLUTIONS
LOWERING COSTS & RAISING EFFICIENCY WITHIN HOMES & BUSINESSES

HEAT PUMP + SOLAR
= LOWER COSTS,
HIGHER EFFICIENCY
AND A HAPPY HOME

William wanted one utility bill and lower
running costs.
Pro-Fit Energy (PFE) had been carrying out electrical installation
work at William’s new build property, when William approached
them about lowering his running costs of the property. He was also
keen to move to one utility bill, rather than multiple energy
providers and bills.

PFE wanted to give William a flexible, efficient
and green heating system.
To bring William’s heating costs down and run solely on electricity,
PFE recommended and installed an air-source heat pump in order
to maximise on efficiency and provide a flexible, controllable
heating system.
Following the success of the air-source heat pump, William
employed PFE to install a Solar Thermal System, reducing William’s
fuel bills and carbon footprint further by providing his hot water
from a renewable source.

William now has an all electric heating system that
has cut his costs dramatically.
And just so you know...
Products:
Air-Source Heat Pump: 15kW Mastertherm
Solar Thermal System: 20 tube Mastertherm
And we overcame the obstacles...
The space available to install a new system was
very small, so PFE ensured the new equipment
was the right proportions to fit the space and
provide access.
And a little something extra...
PFE fitted a separate electrical meter on the
supply to the heat pump, so William can
monitor the usage of electricity for the heating
and hot water only.
William also benefited from the RENEWABLE
HEAT INCENTIVE (RHI).
And so many great options...
- Hot water integration
- Variable underfloor heating control
- Adapts to changes in weather
- Control via mobiles and tablets

www.Pro-FitEnergy.co.uk

Some of the benefits PFE’s solution provides William:

Intelligence. William can make use of the system’s unique
control features and he can even use his mobile phone or tablet to
control and monitor the system.
Thriftiness. The new heat pump will save William up to 70% on
heating costs, reducing his running costs significantly.
Caring. William’s heating system has an extremely low

environmental footprint, producing significantly lower emissions
and using low amounts of energy.

What do you think William?
“The Pro-Fit Energy team were professional throughout and a pleasure
to work with. We now have a system that provides us with optimum
heating and hot water as and when it’s needed throughout the year,
and providing cost savings. We are so pleased with the entire
installation and service provided by Pro-Fit Energy.”

PRO-FIT ENERGY: ESTABLISHED MORE THAN 20 YEARS AGO, WE
ARE A FAMILY BUSINESS PROVIDING HIGH-QUALITY, PROFESSIONAL
ELECTRICAL SERVICES AND RENEWABLE ENERGY SYSTEMS.
T. 01432 357319 or 07860 478144
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